Experts in International K-12 Education

#GlobalEyesWithUs

HOW CAN WE HELP
YOU ATTAIN YOUR
ISP GOALS?
Building and expanding an international
student program is possible to do on your
own. However, it takes a great deal of time,
travel, and money to do it properly. Sustainable
growth requires a high-quality network of
contacts around the world.

WHAT IS THE
GLOBALEYES NETWORK?
The GlobalEyes Network is a Canadian based organization focused on the
development and enrichment of international student programs in the K-12
international education sector.

Shortcut steps in
the development
process

WHO ARE WE?
Experts in international
K-12 education

Consultant for education
providers wanting to start
or enrich an ISP

Facilitator for
international recruitment
agents to access top
education providers
and improve industry
processes

Curator of
The GlobalEyes Network
– the world’s first fullservice collective of K-12
education providers and
affiliates

Save time, money,

Access a network

Define &
accomplish

Receive the best

and energy to fast
track local and global
awareness for your
institution

local growth and
program refinement
objectives

of international
agents with
recommendations
specifically for you

advice to navigate
the uncertainty of the
COVID-19 era

From start to finish, we will be your
guide to ensure your program reaches
its full potential.
The team at GlobalEyes has the expertise and experience to help build
or restructure your program and get you noticed in the crowded field of
international education marketing.

Now is the time to #GlobalEyesWithUs!

Demand for K-12 international programming has never been higher.
Let us help you take your ISP to the next level. At GlobalEyes, our mission
is to support the educational enrichment of students, schools, agencies,
and communities around the world.

The world is looking for you.
Are you ready to be seen?

With GlobalEyes,
the world will see you.
Contact our friendly team
and we will be happy to
answer any questions you
may have.
hello@globaleyes.ca

TheGlobalEyesNetwork
www.globaleyes.ca

